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As 42 flyboarders emerged from Lake Ray Hubbard, all six
lanes of Interstate 30 in northeast Dallas recently became a
parking lot of startled motorists staring in amazement. The

onlookers took photos with their cell phones and murmured com-
ments like: “Those guys are flying!” and “How is that possible?”
That October morning, motorists were getting their first glimpse

of a new sport while watching a record-setting promotional video
shoot for Zapata Racing’s Flyboard. Fliers dove into the water and
spun skyward above boards powered by water jets created by per-
sonal water craft. The record group of fliers gathered in formation
and soared skyward doing flips and spins before returning to level
flight above the water.
The showmanship is adlibbed as the jets of water provide lift,

similar to the smoke aerobatic airplanes produce to emphasize their
spins in the air. Flyboarders’ tricks leave water tracer patterns far
beyond the flip, as the jets of water dissipate. The built-in jet effect

enhances the viewers’ ability to follow the fliers’ path through the air as they execute their aerials.
As travelers visit warm weather beaches and areas with personal watercraft rentals, opportunities for flyboarding will increase. 
It was obvious many of the fliers just off I-30 could pull off showy aerials well above the water requiring concentration, talent

and physical stamina. But who were those people celebrating the newest recreational activity that also fulfills one of mankind’s
most fervent wishes—the desire to fly?
Focusing on the organizer who flew the most, Jeff Luft choreographed, produced and directed the 42 fliers as they created 

formations in the air and supporters used high-tech video mini-copters to document the action. The idea was to draw enough 
early adopters of this new board from North America to create a memorable video celebrating their record-setting numbers.

TOP LEFT:  Jeff Luft flies on his Zapata Racing Flyboard at the full height of his 40-foot hose as the video minicopter records the record-setting action.
BOTTOM:  The first fliers begin their record-setting video shoot with 42 boards in the air.

Flyboard 
Family Weekend
Sets Record
Story and photos by Darl DeVault
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“I started inviting fliers on Facebook from around the
country to come join us in making an end-of-the-season
promotional video celebrating the board that got me
involved in the sport,” Luft said. “Gretchen Vance stepped
forward as event planner deluxe, giving us that real 
wraparound hospitality weekend that impressed many who
drove across the country to be a part of the video shoot.”

Inventor Franky Zapata’s latest incarnation of the flyboard
is unparalleled in this burgeoning industry. Zapata continues
to push the envelope of innovation, reliability, affordability,
and “fun-ology.” His product is at the forefront of this new
water sport. It currently has no competition in this new niche
market of water-jet propulsion above the water.
The new board and its accessory Electronic

Management Kit gives fliers total control of their 
sensation of flight. With the EMK giving fliers throttle
control in their hand, they can act as pilots, although
with less instruments and settings to check than an
airplane pilot.
Snowboarding also gives the rider the 

sensation of flight; however gravity and the
mountain determine when the snowboarder
comes down. Flyboarders are much more
in control of their flight, only needing
to be mindful not to run out of gas
before heading back to shore.

Continued on page 26

Jeff Luft uses his accessory    
Electronic Management Kit 
handheld device in his right 
hand to control the power 
coming from his 

source boat.

One of the early adopters of flyboarding, Greg Brueland volunteered
mechanical support.

The sport is spreading to
more tourism destinations,
albeit slowly, catching on by
the hundreds and in isolated
hotspots of activity. Estimates
are that only 2,500 of the new
boards are in fliers hands in
this first year of production.
An industry insider, the

29-year-old Luft realized the
American contingent needed 
a more current promotional
video that emphasized the
newest tourist-friendly water sport.
The Flyboard Family Weekend October 18-20 in north Texas was 

a gathering for a rather large extended family as the most highly-
anticipated event of 2013 for most American fliers. The Facebook
postings reflected that many working within the new industry saw the
event as an opportunity to introduce themselves to one another. 
The Facebook enabling made for a memorable weekend for more than
150 people.
Once recruitment took off, Luft said he realized he was going to

have a big formation of flyboards to choreograph. He worked with
Ryan Jacobs from St. Louis on ideas for formations. Jacobs also flew
in the production. 
After only 45 minutes of on-shore practice, the flying acrobats 

performed flawlessly. Luft said they choreographed simple workable

Noted YouTube videographer Mitch Bergsma 
volunteered video services along with this
heavy-lift hexacopter with GoPro video cameras.



formations with spacing a key element. Imagine a Hollywood director that couldn’t talk to the actors once they stepped onto the
set. That is what the organizers were up against out on the lake. The noise with all the fliers’ jets and boat engines makes it
impossible to hear instructions while flying in a formation.  
“We are exploring what tricks we can synchronize in a formation,” Luft said in November after completing his video editing.

“A flyboard equipped with an EMK gives the flier control of throttle,
timing—everything. Add that control to a frictionless sensation of 
flying and you have mankind’s dream of flying.”
Describing the flying and the formations the 42 fliers 

accomplished is best left to Luft’s video on YouTube at
youtube.com/watch?v=Jem72k5FRVY and the many more that will
likely surface soon.
Once the circle formation was working well, Luft invited inventor

Zapata to demonstrate his aerial skills in the center. After Zapata 
finished his show, Luft invited the photo boat inside the circle where
the camera-equipped minicopter was launched again.
The last 20 minutes of the video shoot was from the inside of the

circle. Later, normal-size helicopter owner and volunteer pilot Ricky
Bolton told everyone the circle was round and near perfect.
Luft said camaraderie started even before the recent event. That

cooperation helped organizers pull together an impromptu video 
production company with enough skill to pull off a shoot safely. 
The group combined high-output source boats and talented people with
the new video capability provided by camera-equipped minicopters.
“That openness of striving for a goal together allowed us to enjoy

the camaraderie of others who share a flyboarding passion,” Luft said.
“That created a complete and unqualified sense of unity and duty to
look out for each other.” Rockwall, Texas Fire Chief Mark Poindexter (at right) welcomes inven-

tor Franky Zapata (at left). Poindexter gave Zapata the key to the city.

WATER SPORTS PHOTO ESSAY

Her background in SCUBA safety
prepared Kristal Mayland to pilot the
safety boat as Kelsey Corcoran kept
an eye on the fliers.
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The unqualified support for the event was most evident in flyboarding technician Greg Brueland’s selfless decision to act as
supporting mechanic, providing support to the fliers and their machines. A seasoned flier himself, he travelled from San Antonio
with his family to act as a mechanical roadie to make sure everyone’s flyboards lifted them off the water that day.
Noted YouTube videographer Mitch Bergsma volunteered video services along with his heavy-lift hexacopter with GoPro

video cameras. 
The fliers that day came from all around the country, some driving more than 25 hours to attend. Flyboarders must tow their

source boat for the EMK enabled flyboard. The source boat’s steering is disabled so it will follow the flier while providing lift
from its jet of water through the flyboard’s nozzles. 
Fliers usually have their boat set up as a source boat and prefer to trailer it to destinations rather than flying commercial 

airlines and paying extra to disable steering on rental at their 
destination. Until the PWC industry gives flyboarders an easy way to
disable steering, many will likely continue to tow their source boats.
Another example of camaraderie was a discussion that sprang up

at a breakfast on the October weekend. The flyboarding industry's
unofficial insurance agent in North America, Ray Lewis, who can be
reached at rayl@wjins.com, sat with Panama City Beach Flyboard
owner Becky Miller. Although they both traveled to the event from
the Florida, they had never spoken or discussed insurance in the 
first two years of the industry. A lively discussion arose about the
insurance situation and those within hearing distance got quite an
education about the dire need for more markets. Lewis explained 
he is close to securing another insurance option.
In the interview Luft urgently wanted to talk about safety. 

He said his first year in this sport has already taught him that safety
is all important if this new sport is to secure the right to operate
worldwide. A flier blew a two-month-old hose during preparation 
for the video session that Saturday. Luft pointed out that hitting the
water awkwardly from 40 feet is almost like hitting concrete.
Tourism destination rentals will likely be the catalyst that 

introduces most people to this new sport for now. Conquering safety
issues aside, some predict that just as the jet engine revolutionized
flight, Zapata Flyboards will be that introductory product that will
revolutionize the water-jet propulsion industry.  ◆

Gretchen Vance, with hand on one knee in center front row and husband Bobby Vance to the left, are to the right of flyboard inventor Franky Zapata and his wife,
Krystal , as the record-setting fliers pose for a Flyboard Family Weekend photo in Rockwall, Texas.
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Damone Rippy, 15 and a Lake Travis High School freshman track and
football athlete, prepares to fly as the youngest participant among the
42 record setters.




